Product Description

Overview
Trusted digital asset management paired with photo editing essentials, ACDSee 19 allows users to execute
the fundamental elements of their photography workflow with ease and speed. With more tools than ever to
help you organize your photos, view them in a chronological context, high DPI support, and all the sharing
resources you need, ACDSee 19 is perfect for the practical amateur.

Features
ACDSee 19 is packed with tools to help you organize your photos, perfect your best, and inspire your
friends and family. Now featuring a mode for chronologically viewing your entire image collection from a
bird’s-eye view, collections, exact color matching, pressure sensitivity for the brush tool designed to keep your
edits as precise as possible, high DPI support for crisp viewing on 4K monitors, and much more. ACDSee
19’s new features add even more value to this dependable software.

What’s New
Smart Collection allows you to group your photos in one place, and fast-track the right photos to the right
workflow, such as printing, batch editing, sharing to web, developing, or accumulating for a slideshow.
Experience the entirety of your photo collection by date in Photos Mode. With just a few clicks, you can
import your Lightroom™ database into ACDSee, keeping your Lightroom™ collections intact, viewable and
editable in ACDSee’s Collections tool.
View your images on 4k monitors in sharp, uncompromising detail with ACDSee’s new high DPI support. The
new Eye Dropper tool gives you even more creative flexibility by allowing you to pick up the exact shade
you need (from inside your photo or outside the app itself) for painless color matching.
Improvements have also been made to the Color Picker window, White Balance tool, Brush tool and more.
These new creative features along with unprecidented speed and photo management tools, ACDSee 19 is
the efficiency-driven solution for your growing photo collection.
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